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Abstract. Melting and crystallization of heterophase non-metallic inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” was investigated. 

Mechanism of melting of the inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” and inclusion-matrix boundaries under contact laser 

melting with steel matrix in the conditions of abnormal mass transfer connecting with formation of zones with high dislocation density and 

also with electron and  electro-magnetic interaction between inclusion and steel matrix was proposed. That allows to create the possibilities 

for the influence on the inclusion-matrix boundaries and also on the chemical and phase composition of surface layer of non-metallic 

inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix”. Peculiarities of structure of non-metallic inclusions after speed crystallization 

were investigated. It was shown that under laser action the initial structure of  inclusion-steel matrix boundaries transits into unstable 

equilibrium high-energy condition that cause development of the dissipation  processes connecting with aspiration of system inclusion-

matrix to the state with minimum of the free energy. In the result of the system inclusion-matrix transits to the state of unstable equilibrium 

which determines structure and properties of laser-quenched interphase boundary. Processes of melting, fusion and dissolution of non-

metallic inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” and also of the melting of steel matrix play the great role in 

transformation of interphase inclusion-matrix boundaries under laser action. 
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1.Introduction.  
In steels, heterophase types of inclusions are often present 

[1 - 9].   For heterophase inclusions, the presence of internal 

interphase boundaries is characteristic, which, along with the 

inclusion-matrix interphase boundaries, play an important role in 

the formation of defects, which is very important when analyzing 

the reliability and durability of products operating in different 

conditions [1 - 4]. In heterophase inclusions “dispersed phases are 

in non-metallic matrix” dispersed particles of an excess second 

phase (oxides, nitrides, carbonitrides, silicates, etc.) d2, which 

precipitated from a supersaturated liquid or solid solution, are 

present in the “non-metallic" matrix (sulfide, oxide, silicate, etc.) f-

m1 (“non-metallic” matrix) (Fig. 1). Such inclusions are dispersed 

composite formations. Inclusions of this type can be not only two–, 

but also multiphase, if they contain dispersed particles of several 

types having different shapes and sizes. 

            The goal of this investigation was to research the processes 

of melting, dissolution, crystallization of the heterophase non-

metallic inclusions "dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix" in 

hyper-nonequilibrium conditions and the influence of these 

inclusions on the peculiarities of structural changes in steel matrix 

and its strengthening under laser treatment. 
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Figure. 1. Non-metallic inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” before laser action; х600 

 

2. Materials and Procedures.  
Specimens made of wheel steel R7, 08Yu, 08T, 08Kp, 

08Ch18N10T,ShCh15, NB-57, 12GS, E3 were irradiated by laser in 

GOS-30M installation with an excitation voltage of 2,5kV and pulse 

energy of 10, 18, 25 and 30J at heating rate of 105 oC/s and cooling 

rate of 106 oC/s with action time of (1,0, 2,5, 3,6, 4,2 и 6,0).10-3s. 

heterophase non-metallic inclusions "dispersed phases are in non-

metallic matrix" were identified by metallographic, X-ray 

microspectral and petrographic methods, [10 - 17]. Distribution of 

elements and nanohardness of steel matrix near inclusions were 

determined. 

 

3. Results and discussion.  
Inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” 

represent the dispersal composites when in “non-metallic” matrix 

ph-м1 (sulphide, silicate, oxide) present dispersed particles of 

second phase d2. These phases can to have different temperatures of 

melting or both be high-melting and low-melting but it is possible 

the combination of high-melting and low-melting phases too. These 

inclusions are differed from another that their basic phase ph-м1 

contacts with steel matrix across interphase boundary ph-м1↔m 

and they have well-developed net of inner interphase boundaries 

ph-м1↔d2. Besides if interphase boundary ph-м1↔m in contact 

with basic phase ph-м1 is not unbroken because the disperse phase 

d2 also has contact with steel matrix across discrete boundaries 

d2↔m. 

Investigation of inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-

metallic matrix” was shown the both phases in the moment of laser 

action are melted fully or partly. Their behavior is differed from 

with degree of melting. If both phases ph-m1 and d2 are high-

melting that phase ph-m1 is fused or melted in dependence on 
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temperature regime. Dispersed phase d2 as a rule have time to melt 

(or to dissolve) fully in the matrix phase ph-m1 0f inclusion. Under 

action of convective flows in micrometallurgical bath the liquid 

phases of inclusion are mixed though often remnants of phase d2 

are shown. If both phases of inclusion are low-melting they are 

melted and mixed. The oversaturated liquid solutions are formed 

and crystallized with big speed. In such inclusions the zones of 

liquation are observed connecting with presence of traces of sojourn 

of former dispersed phase d2. If phases of inclusion have different 

temperatures of melting that low-melting phase ph-m1 (sulphide, 

silicate) is melted in the moment of laser action but high-melting 

phase d2 (oxide, nitride) can to melt fully or partly. In the time of 

happens the interaction of components of phase ph-m1 of inclusion 

with metal matrix of steel promoting the saturation of areas near 

inclusion with elements of phase ph-m1 of inclusion and also with 

elements of dispersed phase d2 being in surface area of inclusion. 

That promotes the rise of level of chemical inhomogeneity of 

saturated zones in steel matrix in the difference from analogous 

processes happing under melting of the first and second types of 

heterophase inclusions. In inclusions after rapid crystallization the 

heterogeneous distribution of elements is observed connecting with 

presence of traces of dispersed phase d2 and also with formation of 

liquation zones revealing with special micro-spectral analysis.  

Interphase boundaries ph-m1↔d2 are not precise or at all 

disappeared owing to dissolution of dispersed phase d2. Special 

micro-spectral analysis shown that near these boundaries in both 

phases of inclusion the content of elements of neighbouring phase is 

risen. That bears witness about mutual exchange with atoms in the 

moment of melting of inclusion “dispersed phases are in non-

metallic matrix”. Examining the peculiarities of laser melting of 

inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” it is follow 

to note that matrix phase ph-m1 of inclusion is base and it 

determines the behavior of all inclusion. Phase ph-m1contacts with 

metal matrix of steel and also with dispersed phase d2 across 

boundaries ph-m1↔d2. 

Sequence of heavy distortion areas on the surfaces of “non-

metallic” matrix of inclusion ph-m1 and dispersed phase d2 and 

also of the movement of interphase boundaries ph-m1↔liquid steel 

matrix, d2↔ liquid steel matrix and also ph-m1↔d2 inside 

inclusion in the process of melting one can to present with next 

image (Fig. 2). On the surfaces of non-metallic matrix of inclusion 

and also on the dispersed phase d2 saturating with elements of steel 

matrix the heavy disordered areas (the areas of melting) are formed 

(Fig. 2, a). The whole these areas pass into liquid steel matrix 

saturating it with elements of phases of inclusion. Position of the 

inclusion-steel matrix boundary having different areas near phases 

ph-m1 and d2 is changed owing to melting (Fig. 2, b) in dependence 

on character of mass transfer between each  phase of inclusion and 

steel matrix. On the surfaces of non-metallic matrix of inclusion ph-

m1 and dispersed phase d2 the heavy disordered areas are formed 

too (Fig. 2, b). Evidently one of phases of inclusion (ph-m1) is 

melted scarcely earlier than phase d2 and nucleuses of melting of 

the phase ph-m1 promote disordering and melting of interphase 

boundaries ph-m1↔d2 inside inclusion. The whole disordered areas 

(areas of melting) of the phase d2 pass into liquid phase ph-m1 (Fig. 

2, c). The former boundary ph-m1↔d2 represents liquid zone of 

interaction of components of both phases of inclusion 

corresponding with convective flows. In these zones the 

complicated chemical compositions under rapid cooling after laser 

action are formed. 

Grain boundaries of phase ph-m1 of inclusion contacting 

with liquid steel matrix are exposed to the active interaction and  

mass transfer of elements so they must to melt or dissolve more 

quickly than body of grains. So it is possible the separation of this 

phase individual fused grains containing melted particles of 

dispersed phase d2 (Fig. 2, d). Under action of shock waves such 

complexes are distributed  in liquid steel matrix (Fig. 2, e). 

Evidently phases of such heterophase inclusion do not melt always. 

High-melting phases can to melt fully or partly, low-melting phases 

are melted fully.  

In inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” 

the zones of laser crystallization with liquation causing owing to the 

mixing of components of both phases in the moment of melting are 

formed. In non-metallic matrix of some inclusions the areas with 

regular distribution of raised and reduced concentration of elements 

of both phases of inclusion were discovered. Analysis of these areas 

bears witness about possibility of the rate decomposition of liquid 

or solid solution. For inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-

metallic matrix” after speed crystallization the appearance of ultra 

small variation in grain size, formation of nano-structure state and 

also of amorphous and mixed amorphous-nanocrystalline structures 

are typical.  Among inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-

metallic matrix” more tendency for amorphization  have silicate 

phases of non-metallic matrix since owing to the interaction of 

elements of both phases of inclusions in the moment of melting the 

complicated silicate systems are formed. These silicate systems 

solidify under speed cooling as amorphous silicate glasses. 

Moreover inclusions containing phases with B, Ni, Si are subjected 

to amorphization. 

  

                       
                                           a                                                  b                                                   c 

               
                                                                          d                                                          e 

 

Figure 2. Schemes of laser melting of heterophase inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix”: 1 – inclusion-matrix boundary, 

2 – zone of  steel matrix saturation with elements of inclusion, 3 – zone of saturation of  inclusion with elements of steel matrix, 4 – boundary 

ph-m1↔d2, 5 – zone of saturation of  phase ph-m1 with elements of phase d2, 6 – zone of saturation of  phase d2 with elements of phase ph-

m1, 7 – initial position of boundary inclusion-matrix, 8 – initial position of boundary ph-m1↔d2 inside inclusion ph-m1↔d2 
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In the process of melting of both phases of inclusion 

“dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” and also of steel 

matrix happens the mixing of liquid phases under action of 

hydrodynamics forces and temperature gradients. In 

micrometallurgical bath (local zones of inclusion and steel matrix) 

the nonequilibrium oversaturated heterogeneous liquid solution is 

formed. In the process of speed crystallization more probable the 

realization of mechanism of unselective crystallization of 

inclusions. The results of this crystallization are the fixing of high-

temperature phases of inclusions, formation of ultra dispersed 

grains structure or nano-structure, or solidification with formation 

of zones of amorphous state. Separation of liquid or solid solution 

in inclusions can leads to decomposition (possibly with spinodal 

mechanism) in solid state or to the formation new dispersed 

particles in inclusions non always corresponding to the chemical 

composition and structure of initial phase d2 of inclusions. In steel 

matrix near inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” 

the “satellite” particles of new phases were appeared that is typical 

for the conditions of laser treatment of steels [2]. On the boundaries 

inclusion-matrix of steel new phases in the shape of layers with 

different chemical compositions were appeared too [1, 8].  

Near inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic 

matrix” formation of saturated zones of steel matrix is controlled 

with the phase-matrix ph-m1 of inclusions which is the basic  

source of alloying of steel matrix (Fig. 3, a – c, 4). But the influence 

of dispersed phase d2 creating the heterogeneities of saturated zones 

is great too. In the results near these inclusions the composite 

liquation zones of complex types with different structure are 

formed: the layer type with cascade“spot” distribution of elements 

having structure of heterogeneous solid solution in the each zone 

with the “splashes” of quantity of elements; the layer type with 

cascade-dispersed distribution of elements having structure of 

heterogeneous solid solution in the each zone with the “splashes” of 

quantity of elements and with dispersed particles of “satellite” 

inclusions and also with nondissolved phase d2. Characteristic sign 

of saturated zones is their complex character and “splashes” of 

quantity of elements passaged from the phase d2 and also presence 

of remnants of nondissolved phase d2. The “splashes” of quantity of 

elements in the inclusions of “eutectics” and “dispersed phases are 

in non-metallic matrix” have different nature. Evidently change of 

regime of laser treatment will allows to regulate the structures of 

these composite zones in the steel matrix near heterophase non-

metallic inclusions. There are also “satellite” particles (Fig. 3, d), 

the composition of which differs from the chemical composition of 

the initial dispersed phase d2 of inclusion. 

 

     
                  a                                               b                                              c                                           d 

Figure 3. Zones of interaction between inclusions “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” and steel matrix under laser action: a - 

(Fe,Mn)S+ TiCN, steel E3, b, d - MnO.SiO2+Cr2O3, steel 08Yu, c - (Fe,Mn)S+ TiCN, steel E3; х500х6 

 I,imp/s           

Figure 4. Distribution of elements near inclusions of the “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” type after laser action 

 

The results of  a study of the distribution of nanohardness in the 

zones of saturation of the steel matrix adjacent to inclusions of the 

"dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix" type showed that the 

nanohardness is much higher than its average value for the matrix 

far from the inclusions (Table 1). The level of nanohardness of each 

zone of the metal matrix is determined by the type of steel, since the 

degree of hardening in the process of laser action depends on its 

composition and structure. The cascades of nanohardness values of 

steel matrix away from inclusions Hm
inc   were discovered however 

in each zone of saturations the “splashes” of Hm
inc values are 

detected. 

 

Table 1. The values of the nanohardness of the saturation zones of steel matrix near the “dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix” type 

of inclusions Hm
inc and far from them Hm, , as well as the coefficient (Ki) at a pulse energy of 25 J and an exposure time of 3.6. 10-3 s 

 

inclusion, 

steel, Нм,х 10, 

MPа 

Phases of inclusion 

(state under laser 

action: L – liquid; M 

– melted) 

State of steel matrix 

under laser action, 

Hm, х 10, МПа 

 

Hm
inc, х 10, МПа and (Ki) in zones 

 

              1                               2                            3 

(Fe,Mn)S+ 

TiCN, E3 

(Fe,Mn)S (L) 

TiCN (M) 

L, 290 516 

(1,78) 

447 

(1,54) 

- 

- 

MnO.SiO2+ 

MnO, 60G 

MnO.SiO2 (L) 

MnO (L) 

L. 620 1128 

(1,82) 

868 

(1,4) 

806 

(1,3) 

FeO-TiO2+ 

TiCN, 08Т 

FeO-TiO2 (L) 

TiCN (M) 

L / M, 280 451 / 395 

(1,61) / (1,41) 

403 / - 

(1,44) / - 

- / - 

- / - 

MnO.SiO2+ 

Cr2O3, 08H 

MnO.SiO2 (L) 

Cr2O3 (M) 

L / M, 295 543 / 493 

(1,84) / (1,67) 

407 – 

(1,38) / - 

- / - 

- / - 
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4. Conclusions.  

The main factor for strengthening the phase-adjacent type of 

"dispersed phases are in non-metallic matrix" the steel matrix is 

its microalloying from internal sources, which are the phases of 

ph-m1 and d2 of nonmetallic inclusion. In this case, by forming 

local liquation zones near each inclusion phase, saturation zones 

of a cascade-type and cascade-spotted- type steel matrix are 

created, which are layered composite regions near the phase 

differences of nonmetallic inclusions 
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